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Abstract 
Conventional methods of paste and ink preparation are compared against a modern mixer 
design.  Mixing/kneading and deaeration are performed simultaneously in very short 
application times without using a mixing rod or blade system and without an evacuation 
condition.  Three different paste systems were evaluated comparing conventional mixing 
methodology versus mixing with a MAZERUSTAR®, namely a silver paste, a AgPd 
electrode paste, and a glass (white) ink.  MAZERUSTAR® processing of each system 
showed marked improvement of the paste prior to subsequent processing and also showed 
reduced process repetitions necessary to achieve specification conditions, such as FOG, 
viscosity, and paste stability.  Higher process yields were obtained with MAZERUSTAR® 
processing as well as lower waste generation. 
 

Introduction 
 
Electronic inks and pastes are keystones for nearly all modern commercial microelectronic 
products.  Preparation of dispersions in aqueous and non-aqueous systems vary from simplex 
to complex.  There are several mechanisms by which solid particles can be mixed into fluids 
or vice-versa.  These include small scale random motion (diffusion), large scale random 
motion (convection), and shear [1].  Several types of mixing machines can be used to make 
particulate suspensions in fluids.  These machines can be classified (in part) by the type of 
motion used to effect mixing.  Some machines mix by moving a container, others use a 
rotating device and stationary container, and there are machines that combine both 
aforementioned features.  Commonly known mixing machines of these sorts include double 
cone mixers, twin shell (or v-mixer), ribbon mixers, mullers, rotors, homogenizers and 
emulsifiers, roll mills, media mills, and others.   
 
Even though many mixers are designed for liquids, these mixers are typically used to prepare 
suspensions.  In general, mixer motors are sized based on fluid viscosity [2].  Suspensions 
are usually treated as high viscosity (simple) fluids, but are, in fact, not.  Many ink and paste 
fabrication processes are built around using mixing systems not specifically designed for 
suspensions.  This process flaw can have the result of inhomogeneous suspensions, 
additional paste or ink processing steps, more difficult application, and overall lower quality 
[3, 4].   
 
Selection of appropriate equipment for ink and paste preparation is directly related to the 
materials being combined, the batch size of material, and desired final properties.  Processing 
considerations can include solids loading, sequence of material addition, thermal tolerance 
during processing, material loss, and more.  To impart and maintain a state of particle 



dispersion requires sufficient energy and time to bring about particle separation and allow 
liquid phase interaction to achieve proper suspension.  The interparticle state of 
agglomeration and system viscosity dictate the necessary energy demand.  Particle 
anisometry becomes a significant consideration when the dispersing process energetics may 
alter desired particle shapes (flakes, platelets, needles, etc). Figure 1 shows a relative energy 
scale of common dispersion and comminution technologies along with typical applications.  
Many dispersing machines can cover a wide range of applications, but frequently at very low 
efficiencies and with adverse processing effects (foam, air inclusion, etc) which requires 
process interruptions or additional processing steps.   
 
 

 
Figure 1.  Dispersion and comminution (approximate) energy plot with typical material 
application. 
 
 
In this paper, we introduce and compare the use of a MAZERUSTAR® mixer, which uses 
independently variable centrifugal and planetary mixing capabilities, to a high-energy 
impellor mixing system applied to three common paste/ink formulations. 
 

Experimental 
 

Three powder varieties were selected for this work; Technic, Inc. AgPd 10-810 powder 
(90%Ag10%Pd) and Silpowder® 517 (100% Ag), and a glass composition (Viox 1560).  All 
materials are used as received. 
 
All pastes were formulated using the same lot of evaluation vehicle.  The vehicle 
composition is a mixture of Stoddard solvent (Fisher), �-terpineol (Sigma), and hexanol 
(Acros), with 4.5 wt.% plasticizer and 4.5 wt.% ethyl cellulose (Aqualon N200).  The six 



evaluation pastes (two sets of each) were formulated as listed in Table 1.  The pastes are 
sampled before three roll milling (after mixing), after the first pass by three roll milling, and 
after the fifth pass of three roll milling (2nd pass for the glass paste).  Fineness of grind 
(FOG), low angle light (LAL), and viscosity are recorded.  Viscosity is characterized with a 
Brookfield Digital Viscometer, Model HBTDCP, Spindle CP-41 (cone and plate).   
Table 1.  Evaluation Paste Compositions 
 

Paste Solids Organics Solids Organics
Type (Wt.%) (Wt.%) (Vol.%) (Vol.%)
AgPd 50% 50% 7.4% 92.6%

Ag 80% 20% 24.5% 75.5%
Glass 70% 30% 36.9% 63.1%  

 
Standard Paste Mixing Methodology 
 
For each paste variety (AgPd, Ag, and glass), the solid content of the paste is massed into a 
container to provide the composition listed in Table 1.  In this formulation process 5 wt.% of 
hexanol is used to wet the powder prior to vehicle addition.  The powder/hexanol mixture is 
thoroughly mixed; subsequently the vehicle is added and additionally mixed (at 400 RPM 
using high-energy impellor for 10 minutes). 
 
MAZERUSTAR® Paste Mixing Methodology 
 
For each paste variety in Table 1, the addition sequence to the MAZERUSTAR® mixing cup 
is: 

1. Vehicle 
2. Solvent (5 wt.%) 
3. Powder 

The mixing cup is placed into the MAZERUSTAR® mixing head and each system is mixed 
according to Table 2. 
 
Table 2.  Mixing Conditions Using MAZERUSTAR® 

Paste Time
Type 1 2 (Seconds)
AgPd 6 6 30

Ag 6 6 30
Glass 6 6 60

Rotation Action

   
Three Roll Milling 
 
Milling is done via three roll mill with ceramic rolls.  Initial gap for the PM pastes is 50 µm, 
5 passes are done, and each pass being decreased ~ 10 – 15 µm to a final gap ~ 5 µm.  The 
glass paste is milled at a starting gap of 50 µm and a second pass done at 25 µm. 
 

Results and Discussion 
 

The initial assessment of the mixing comparison between the MAZERUSTAR® and the 
standard technique is the ease with which the systems were assembled.  In the case of the 
MAZERUSTAR® (simply adding all components together in proper proportion and 



sequence) versus the added mixing/wetting step required in the standard technique.  After 
applying the mixing programs to both techniques, it was observed the high-energy impellor 
mixed systems showed slow dissipation of air bubbles not visible in the identical 
formulations mixed by MAZERUSTAR®.  All mixed components were present in the 
MAZERUSTAR® evaluation whereas some material was not recovered from the impellor 
tests. 
 
AgPd Results 
 
The low angle light evaluations of the AgPd pastes are shown in Figure 2.  Prior to three roll 
milling, the AgPd paste appear similar.  However, when observed as a thin printed film (7 
µm thick) as shown in Figure 3 A and B, it can be seen the AgPd paste mixed by the 
MAZERUSTAR® mixer shows better dis- 
 
 
 

  
Figure 2.  Low angle light images of AgPd pastes by A) MAZERUSTAR® and B) 

standard technique prior to milling.  Scale marker: 400 µm. 
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Figure 3.  Optical microscope image comparison of AgPd paste prepared by 
MAZERUSTAR® and Standard techniques.  A and B represent each AgPd paste before 
milling (mixed only).  C and D represent each AgPd paste after 5 milling passes.  
Printed film thickness is 7 µm.  Scale marker: 100 µm. 
 
persion than the corresponding film prepared by the Standard technique.  With milling 
(Figure 3 C and D) it appears the two pastes are similar (at 7 µm print thickness).  Despite 
the microscopic appearance, a marked difference is observed in the viscosity behavior of 
each paste through the processing stages for the AgPd pastes.  Figure 4 shows the viscosity 
responses for each paste before milling and after five  
 

 
Figure 4.  Viscosity comparison of AgPd pastes by MAZERUSTAR® mixing and 
milling (left) and Standard mixing and milling (right). 
 
passes of roll milling.  The viscosity responses suggest the AgPd paste achieves a high state 
of dispersion simply by mixing with the MAZERUSTAR® that is not seen by processing in 
the standard method. 
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Silver Paste Results 
 
Figure 5 shows the low angle light images obtained for the silver pastes made by both 
methods.  A dramatic difference in surface roughness is observed as well as the size of the 
defects when comparing the two mixing methods.  For such a high solids loading (80 wt.% 
Ag) it is remarkable such a good state of dispersion can be obtained by the MAZERUSTAR® 
without pre-wetting the silver powder and also with very short mixing application time (30 
seconds!).  Another noted result of the comparison of the mixing methods is the higher 
temperature of the silver paste by the high-energy impellor whereas the silver paste by the 
MAZERUSTAR® was cool. 
 
The optical microscopy images of the dried thin silver paste film in Figure 6 also show 
improved characteristics before milling (Figure 6 A and B) as well as after five passes of 
milling (Figure 6 C and D) for a 2 µm thick printed film.  The strong advantage of the 
MAZERUSTAR® for processing this variety of paste is the absence of direct mechanical 
contact.  Although strong dispersing force is used in both mixing systems, the very high, 
localized energy imparted by the impellor type mixer can also induce mechanical 
deformation of malleable solids and fail to promote adequate dispersion. 
 
The viscosity traces for the silver pastes are shown in Figure 7.  The viscosity trace for the 
MAZERUSTAR® paste shows an initial, lower viscosity response that increases with roll 
milling.  Combined with the low angle light and optical microscopy data, the 
MAZERUSTAR® paste shows a higher-disperse state in the earliest stages of paste 
fabrication not obtainable by the Standard technique. 
 
 
 

  
Figure 5.  Low angle light images of silver pastes by A) MAZERUSTAR® and B) 
standard technique prior to milling.  Scale marker: 400 µm. 
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Figure 6.  Optical microscope image comparison of silver paste prepared by 
MAZERUSTAR® and Standard techniques.  A and B represent each silver paste before 
milling (mixed only).  C and D represent each silver paste after 5 milling passes.  
Printed film thickness is 2 µm.  Scale marker: 100 µm. 
 

 
Figure 7.  Viscosity comparison of silver pastes by MAZERUSTAR® mixing and milling 
(left) and Standard mixing and milling (right). 
 
Glass Paste Results 
 
Although many glass ink formulations tend to be simple in design and application, they also 
can be tedious to mix and difficult to fabricate consistently lot to lot.  Many of the desirable 
properties of glass inks are imparted in the early stages of fabrication but due to the nature of 
many of the fine glasses, standard mixing methods are difficult at best to employ.  Clumping, 
aerosolizing, material loss, and inhomogeneity are common glass ink fabrication problems.  
Figure 8A shows the mixing container used to hold the ingredients for the glass ink to be 
mixed by the MAZERUSTAR®.  The ink components were added with no other mixing 
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influence.  Figure 8B shows the same system after 30 seconds of mixing.  No clumping, 
aerosolizing, or material loss occurred.  After an additional 30 seconds of mixing by the 
MAZERUSTAR®, the glass ink showed consistent, homogenous properties.  The standard 
mixing method did not achieve similar results (even after 10 minutes of mixing). 
 
The comparison of the glass ink printed at 7 µm thick is shown in Figure 9 A and B.  The 
pre-mill mixture of the MAZERUSTAR® mixed ink shows a better state of dispersion than 
the standard technique.  A single pass on the roll mill shows improvement in the glass ink 
mixed by MAZERUSTAR® versus a poorer performance in the standard mixed glass ink 
although the viscosity trace comparisons are similar (Figure 10). 
 

   
Figure 8.  MAZERUSTAR® mixing of glass paste (70 wt.% glass).  A) Pre-mixture, B) 
30 seconds of MAZERUSTAR® mixing, and C) additional 30 seconds (60 seconds total) 
of MAZERUSTAR® mixing. 
 
 

  

  
Figure 9.  Optical microscope image comparison of glass ink prepared by 
MAZERUSTAR® and Standard techniques.  A and B represent each glass ink before 
milling (mixed only).  C and D represent each glass ink after 1 milling pass.  Printed 
film thickness is 7 µm.  Scale marker: 100 µm. 
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Figure 10.  Viscosity comparison of glass ink by MAZERUSTAR® mixing and milling 
(left) and Standard mixing and milling (right). 
 

Conclusion 
 
For a variety of paste and ink formulations, the independently variable centrifugal and 
planetary mixing system of the MAZERUSTAR® mixer shows improved process and quality 
characteristics compared to standard mixing methods otherwise used to fabricated paste and 
ink mixtures.  The short mixing time application by the MAZERUSTAR® suggests a higher 
utilization of mixing energy compared to the high-energy dispersing impellor.  A high degree 
of dispersion can be applied to paste and ink mixtures by preparation with the 
MAZERUSTAR® that is not easily achievable by other standard methods.  The ability to 
impart a high state of dispersion in the early stage of fabrication reduces the overall required 
processing.   
 
The MAZERUSTAR® can be applied to commercially available containers by using the 
adaptors (option). In addition to the standard containers, other containers such as disposable 
cups are available.  In particular, for syringes, multiple sets of adapters are available in the 
mixer series including KK-2000 model, which are most suitable for deaeration of paste 
contained in multiple syringes. 
 
This work in this paper utilized only a narrow range of the centrifugal and planetary 
variability to demonstrate the effectiveness of the MAZERUSTAR® in providing superior 
mixing capability and reducing additional subsequent processing (such as roll milling).  Our 
future work will show how full optimization of the MAZERUSTAR® can significantly 
improve paste and ink mixing and in some cases, remove any additional subsequent 
processing. 

®
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